Computer Society sponsored or cosponsored conferences are indicated by an asterisk; other conferences, not sponsored by the Computer Society but of interest to our readers, are also included.

MARCH

8th Annual Simulation Symposium, March 12-14, Tampa, Florida. For more information contact W. Kent Stow, General Electric Co., MD271, Aerospace Electronic Systems Dept., French Road, Utica, NY 13503.

1975 Association for Educational Data Systems Workshop, March 14, St. Louis, Missouri. Workshop is entitled "The Development and Evaluation of Educational Programs in Computer Science and Data Processing for Colleges, Jr. Colleges, Technical Schools and High Schools." For further information, contact Ralph E. Lee, Computer Center, University of Missouri at Rolla, Rolla, MO 65401.

Programming Languages and Compilers for Parallel and Vector Machines, March 18-19, New York City. Contact Paul B. Schneck, Goddard Institute for Space Studies, 2860 Broadway, New York, NY 10025.

Invitational Computer Conference, March 20, Atlanta, Georgia. Contact B. J. Johnson & Associates, 300 Otero, Newport Beach, CA 92660.

7th Annual Southeastern Symposium on System Theory, March 20-21, Auburn, Alabama. Contact Dr. H. Troy Nagle, Jr., Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Auburn University, Auburn, AL 36830.

Workshop on Clinical Laboratory Computers, March 24-26, St. Louis, Missouri. Emphasis on hands-on experience, specification, and evaluation. Contact Dr. John Lewis, Division of Laboratory Medicine, Washington University, Barnes Plaza, St. Louis, MO 63110.

APRIL

4th Annual Symposium on Incremental Motion Control Systems and Devices, April 1-3, Champaign-Urbana, Illinois. The conference will stress problem-solving applications, and the latest technology of operation and selection of incremental motion control systems and devices, with special emphasis on step motors and related devices. Originally scheduled for March 31 - April 2. Contact Prof. B. C. Kuo, Dept. of Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL 61801.

18th International Electronic Components Exhibition, April 2-8, Paris, France. Contact French Trade Shows, 1350 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10019.

2nd International Conference on Computers and the Humanities, April 3-6, Los Angeles, California. Contact ICCH/2, Founders Hall 407, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90007.

1975 Association for Educational Data Systems Workshop, April 4, Atlanta, Georgia. Title of the workshop is "Computer Accounting Procedures for High Schools." For further information, contact Ralph E. Lee, Computer Center, University of Missouri at Rolla, Rolla, MO 65401.

IEEE INTERCON/75—International Convention and Exposition, April 8-10, New York City. Contact Don Larson, Manager, IEEE INTERCON, 3600 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90010.

NMA Annual Conference and Exposition, April 8-11, Anaheim, California. For additional information on "Microactive Systems 75" contact the Conference Director, National Microfilm Association Headquarters, 8728 Colesville Road, Silver Spring, MD 20910.
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International Conference on Reliable Software, April 21-23, Los Angeles, California. Beginning one day earlier than previously announced. Contact Prof. Martin L. Shooman, Polytechnic Institute of New York, 333 Jay Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201.

Electrical and Electronic Engineers in Israel, April 21-25, Tel-Aviv, Israel. Contact S. Weissenstein, POB 29234, Tel-Aviv, Israel.


Association for Educational Data Systems Convention, April 28-May 2, Virginia Beach, Virginia. Contact AEDS Convention Coordinator, Charles D. Miller, Virginia Division of ADP, 8th Street Office Bldg., Richmond, VA 23219.

International CAM Seminar, April 28-May 2, Bournemouth, England. This seminar, organized by Computer Aided Manufacturing-International, Inc., aims to further the knowledge and technology of computer-aided manufacturing. Topics include numerical control, process planning, scheduling, quality control, and analog and digital computer automatic work flow measurement. Contact CAM-I, Inc., 611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1107, Arlington, TX 76012.

Asialomar Workshop on Advanced Architecture and Applications of Microcomputers, April 30-May 2, Asilomar, California. This workshop will bring together the users and manufacturers of microprocessors to explore the unique aspects of microcomputers as system components and ways of expanding the range of microprocessor applications. For invitations contact Mr. Don Senzig, Workshop Registration Chairman, Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304.

MAY


AICPA Eleventh Annual Conference on Computers and Information Systems, May 5-7, Los Angeles, California. The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has formed this program especially for the CPA who is currently involved, or planning to become involved, in some aspect of EDP. Contact AICPA, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036.

NEWCOM 75, May 6-8, Las Vegas, Nevada. Contact Electronic Industry Show Corp., 222 South Riverside Plaza, Chicago, IL 60606.

Carnaham Conference on Electronic Crime Countermeasures, May 7-9, Lexington, Kentucky. Contact George Byrne, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, CA 94025.

Communications Technology, IEEE Region 6 Conference and Exhibit, May 7-9, Salt Lake City, Utah. Contact R. O. Evans, Sperry Univac, 322 N. 22nd St., Salt Lake City, UT 84116.


1975 Design Engineers’ Electronic Components Show, May 12-14, Washington, D. C. Held concurrently with the Electronic Components Conference (May 12-14), the DEEC Show brings engineers and technicians of component manufacturers together with OEM design engineers to discuss technologies, problems, opportunities, and a wide range of subjects of mutual concern. Contact Tyler Nourse, Electronic Industries Assn., 2001 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C. 20006.

29th Annual Meeting of the American Society for Quality Control, May 12-14, San Diego, California. Some 60 sessions at the ASQC meeting will emphasize “The Expanding World of the Quality Professional,” and include topics such as product acceptance, decision making, job enrichment, nuclear power, and field quality data systems. Includes an exhibit and instrument display, May 13-15, held in conjunction with this meeting and the SPIE meeting May 15-16. Contact Robert W. Shearman, Executive Director, American Society for Quality Control, 161 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53203.

Continued on page 77

March 1975
International Science and Engineering Fair, May 12-17, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. High school students compete for ISEF and Special Awards, one awarded by the Computer Society. Contact Science Service, 1719 N Street N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036.


International Symposium on Multiple-Valued Logic, May 13-16, Bloomington, Indiana. Contact Dr. George Epstein, Dept. of Computer Science, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47404.

Conference on Computer Graphics, Pattern Recognition, and Data Structure, May 14-16, Los Angeles, California. Please note change of contact. For further information, contact P. O. Box 29402, Dept. of Continuing Education in Engineering and Mathematics, University Extension, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

SPIE Technology Utilization Program on “Solving Quality Problems with Optics,” May 15-16, San Diego, California. This user-oriented program will focus on the utilization and application of optical, electro-optical, and photographic devices and techniques to the solution of industrial quality control, test, assurance and reliability problems, and includes exhibits. Contact SPIE, P. O. Box 1146, Palos Verdes Estates, CA 90274.

2nd National Symposium on Computer Applications in the Juvenile Justice System, May 15-17, Washington, D. C. Contact Lawrence A. Boserman, Project Director, National Council of Juvenile Court Judges, University of Nevada, Box 8000, Reno, NV 89507.

Intersociety Conference on Engineering Ethics, May 18-19, Baltimore, Maryland. Cooperating Societies include IEEE, ASME, ASCE, AICHE, and NSPE. For further information contact Dr. Carl Barus, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, PA 19081.

NAECON 75, Aerospace Electronics Conference, May 19-21, Dayton, Ohio. Contact NAECON 75, 140 E. Monument Ave., Dayton, OH 45402.


JUNE

2nd General Assembly of the World Future Society, June 2-5, Washington, D. C. During the four-day meeting, experts will present their views on futurizing education, technology forecasting, the limits to growth, political futuristics, and many other topics. Among the more than 200 speakers who will address the Assembly are Alvin Toffler, author of Future Shock; Herman Kahn, author of The Year 2000 and Things to Come; and Stewart Brand, editor of The Whole Earth Catalog. For further information contact the World Future Society, 4916 St. Elmo Ave., Washington, D. C. 20014.

Symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed Data, June 3-4, West Lafayette, Indiana. Contact Prof. C. D. McCullum, Laboratory for Application of Remote Sensing, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907.

IEEE Computer Society Workshop on Automated Theorem Proving, June 3-5, Argonne, Illinois. Areas of interest include the general theory of resolution, equality in theorem proving, theorem proving in special theories such as algebra or set theory, and new strategies and methods. Contact David Jacobson, Applied Mathematics Division, Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Ave., Bldg. 221, Argonne, IL 60439.

1975 Japan Printed Circuit Association Show, June 5-8, Tokyo, Japan. This international show will not be confined to printed circuit boards but will include connectors, resistors, modular parts, IC’s, and other electronic parts and materials and related manufacturing equipment. Contact JPCA, 3rd floor, Yoshida Building, No. 21, Shibia Kiamiya-cho, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan.


APL 75, June 11-13, Pisa, Italy. Contact S. Trumpy, Local Coordinator, CNUCE, Via S. Maria 36, 56100 Pisa, Italy.

Conference on Computers in the Undergraduate Curricula, June 16-18, Fort Worth, Texas. Contact CC/UC/6, Texas Christian University, Computer Science Program, Fort Worth, TX 76129.

Computer Networks Symposium, June 18, Gaithersburg, Maryland. Annual one-day symposium sponsored by the Computer Society Eastern Area Committee, the Washington D. C. Chapter, and NBS is on “Trends and Applications 1975.” Contact Computer Networks, PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901.


12th Annual Design Automation Conference, June 23-25, Boston, Massachusetts. Contact R. B. Hutchcock, T. J. Watson Research Center, PO Box 218, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598.

Workshop on the Microarchitecture of Computer Systems, June 23-27, Monte-Carlo. Request invitations no later than March 15, 1975, from the Conference Chairman, Prof. F. Anceau, ENSIMAG, Cedex 53, 38 Grenoble Gare, France.

1975 National Conference of the Canadian Information Processing Society, June 24-26, Regina, Saskatchewan. Contact A. G. Law, Mathematics Dept., University of Regina, Regina, Saskatchewan, S4S 0A2.

Second Annual Conference on Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques, June 25-27, Bowling Green, Ohio. Contact David L. Fulton, Department of Computer Science, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, OH 43403.

INFO/EXPO 75, June 29-July 2, Atlanta, Georgia. Contact Martin H. Bowerman, Programs and Service Director, DPMA International Headquarters, 505 Busse Highway, Park Ridge, IL 60068.

JULY

3rd Intersociety Conference on Transportation, July 14-18, Atlanta, Georgia. Contact R. J. Sylvester, General Research Corp., P. O. Box 417, Denville, NJ 07834.

March 1975

Special Symposium on Advanced Hybrid Computing, July 23-24, San Francisco, California. This symposium will be held in conjunction with the 1975 Summer Computer Simulation Conference (July 21-23). Sponsored by the Society for Computer Simulation, the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and the U. S. Dept. of the Army, the symposium will include sessions on contractors, software, and advanced applications. Contact Aldric Sauclier, HQ USA Army Materiel Command, Attn: AMCSMS-15, 5001 Eisenhower Ave., Alexandria, VA.

22nd International Meeting of The Institute of Management Sciences, July 23-26, Kyoto, Japan. Contact John Bursky, IBM Corporation, 2651 Strang Blvd., Yorktown Heights, NY 10598.

AUGUST

Third Annual Symposium on Simulation of Computer Systems, August 12-14, Boulder, Colorado. For the past two years, this symposium has offered an exposition of the latest developments for the manager and analyst with technical knowledge or experience in the field of simulation of computer systems. For further information contact Prof. Susan L. Solomon, College of Business and Management, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.

1975 Sagamore Conference on Parallel Processing, August 19-22, Sagamore, New York. Sponsored by the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Syracuse University, this conference will focus on recent advances in all aspects of parallel processing. Transportation between Syracuse and Sagamore will be provided by the Conference. Contact Prof. T. Feng, Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 111 Link Hall, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13210.

1975 International Computer Symposium, August 20-22, Taipei, Republic of China. The conference will focus on the development of native language information processing and new applications of computer systems. For further information contact Howell S. C. Chou, Chairman-Steering Committee, ICS '75, Box 14-2, Taipei, Taiwan 100, Republic of China.

USA-Japan Design Automation Symposium '75, August 21-22, Tokyo, Japan. The symposium will be sponsored by the Information Processing Society of Japan, in participation with the IEEE Computer Society. Topics include design languages, data base design, graphics, interactive systems, interconnection, and manufacturing process. Contact R. E. Merwin, Dept. of the Army, U. S. Army Safeguard System Office, Commonwealth Building, 1300 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22209.

International Symposium on Uniformly Structured Automata and Logic, August 21-23, Tokyo, Japan. One of the pre-conference symposia of the Second USA-Japan Computer Conference (August 26-28, 1975), ISUSAL will feature papers describing original research into the formal analysis and synthesis of uniformly structured automata, languages, and logic. Official language will be English. Contact: Mr. Fred N. Brand, 0411-10, B/101 Fac. 1, Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., P.O. Box 504, Sunnyvale, CA 94088.

Second USA-Japan Computer Conference, August 26-28, Tokyo, Japan. Co-sponsored by the Information Processing Society and the AFIPS, the conference provides an international forum for technical and management professionals of both the U. S. and Japan to exchange information, identify common problems and compare methodologies employed to resolve them. Contact Robert V. Speller, Memorex Corp., San Tomas at Central Expressway, Santa Clara, CA 95052.

CALL FOR PAPERS
Continued from page 5

1975 Sagamore Computer Conference on Parallel Processing: August 19-22, 1975, Syracuse University Conference Center, Sagamore, New York. For regular papers, submit three copies of a 100-word abstract and a 1000-word summary or the full text; for short papers, three copies of a 100-word abstract and a summary of 300-500 words before March 15, 1975, to Prof. T. Feng, Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 111 Link Hall, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13210; (315) 423-4445.

1975 USA-Japan Design Automation Symposium '75: August 21-22, 1975, Tokyo, Japan. Papers are requested on design automation for digital computer systems including: design languages, data base design, graphics, interactive systems, simulation, partitioning, placement, interconnection, testing, layout, manufacturing processes, PCB, LSI, etc. Send three copies of the paper (routeproofs are acceptable) at least 9 months prior to the symposium, and no later than April 1, 1975, to the U. S. program referee: R. E. Merwin, Dept. of the Army, U. S. Army Safeguard System Office, Commonwealth Blvd., 1300 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22209.

IPA's 10th National Data Processing Conference: October 13-14, 1975, Jerusalem, Israel. Sponsored by the Information Processing Association of Israel, the conference will emphasize developments in the field of data processing in Israel over the past 10 years, focusing on on-line applications. Computer professionals in management, industry, and science are invited to submit papers in the field of their specialty. Submit a 300-word abstract, in Hebrew or English, by April 1, 1975, full paper by July 1, 1975. Three prizes will be awarded to the best papers presented at the conference. Send to Program Committee, 10th National Data Processing Conference, c/o Kienes Ltd., P. O. Box 16271, Tel Aviv, Israel.

Workshop on Computer Hardware Description Languages and Their Applications: September 3-5, 1975, New York City. The third CHDL workshop will investigate means by which a good computer hardware description language can be used for describing, documenting, simulating, and implementing digital systems. Submit three copies of a 10- to 20-page double-spaced typewritten paper by April 1, 1975, or two copies of a one-page single-spaced abstract for presentation of most recent results at a special session by June 1, 1975, to Prof. Donald L. Dietmeyer, Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706.

Special Issue of AILIE Transactions: "The Interdependence of Industrial Engineering and Computing," to be published in early 1976. Submit in triplicate by April 1, 1975, to the guest editor: Dr. Gary E. Whitehouse, Dept. of Industrial Engineering, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015.

Ninth Annual Simulation Symposium: March 17-19, 1976, Tampa, Florida. The symposium will be organized to provide a forum for the interchange of ideas, techniques, and applications among practitioners of the art of simulation. The main emphasis of the papers is digital discrete simulation, but papers describing other techniques, such as continuous or analog, will be considered. Submit an abstract of no less than 750 words, a working title for the paper, and full name and complete mailing address and phone number of author(s) by April 4, 1975, final papers by November 26, 1975, to L. Ed. Gess, Director-Corporate